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Abstract

This paper reports ongoing work that employs mul-
tiple demonstration modalities in order to accomplish
motion control learning in a multi-staged policy adap-
tation process. A novel interface for providing tactile
guidance to correct learned motion control behaviors
is introduced. This interface extends our prior work by
making use of a more sophisticated set of tactile sen-
sors, developed by the ROBOSKIN consortium.

1 Introduction

The challenge of developing paradigms for robot
motion control in increasingly complex environments
has prompted the emergence of alternatives to more tra-
ditional approaches to control. One such alternative is
to demonstrate a behavior to the robot, and from the re-
sultant dataset use machine learning routines to derive
a control policy. The modality used to transfer demon-
stration information to the learner is key under such a
paradigm, since due to differences in correspondence
for the actuation or sensing, the human teacher demon-
strations may not directly map to the robot learner.
Correspondence issues are minimized when the

learner records directly from its own sensors while un-
der the control of the teacher. For example, under tele-
operation the teacher remotely controls the robot plat-
form (e.g. [12]), while under kinesthetic control the
teacher touches the robot to guide its motion (e.g. [7]).
Teleoperation requires an interface for the direct con-
trol of all degrees of freedom, while kinesthetic teach-
ing requires a (passive or active) responsiveness to hu-
man touch, for example back-drivable motors or force-
torque sensing in the joints. Whether or not the teacher
receives any sensor feedback while executing a demon-
stration (e.g. haptic feedback when grasping an ob-
ject) can also play a role in the quality of the examples

recorded within the training dataset.
Despite the many gains of demonstration learning [2,

6], there are potential drawbacks. One is the aforemen-
tioned issue of teacher-learner correspondence. Others
include deficiencies in the demonstration interface, sub-
optimality of the human demonstrator and dataset spar-
sity. Continuing to adapt a policy after demonstration,
based on execution experience, can allow the learner
to address potential drawbacks. For example, within
demonstration-based paradigms execution experience
is used to update reward-determined state values [10]
and learned state transition models [1], while other ap-
proaches provide more demonstration data [8, 9]. An-
other practical technique is to reuse policies in multiples
behaviors, for example by decomposing demonstrations
into a library of motion primitives [5].
The feedback signals used for policy adaptation

might be computed automatically from the environ-
ment [1, 5, 10] or come from further teacher instruc-
tion [7, 8, 9]. In the latter case, it can be beneficial for
the teacher to use a different modality than the demon-
stration interface when providing execution feedback, if
interface deficiences contributed to dataset limitations.
The feedback signals employed in our approach con-

sist of policy corrections provided through a tactile in-
terface located on the body of the robot. In addition
to providing an alternate modality to the demonstration
interface (teleoperation), we argue that tactile instruc-
tion is a form of information transfer already employed
by humans when teaching other humans, and that tac-
tile sensing furthermore can be of crucial importance
for safe robot operation around humans [4].
The following section presents our touch-based feed-

back algorithm and its implementation on a high
degree-of-freedom (DoF) humanoid. Section 3 intro-
duces the tactile correction interface that makes use of
an array of sensing nodes. Conclusions and a discussion
of ongoing work are then provided in Section 4.
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2 Approach and Implementation

Here our touch-based feedback algorithm is
overviewed, along with the hardware of our humanoid
validation platform and its tactile sensors.

2.1 Algorithm Overview
The Tactile Policy Correction (TPC) algorithm offers

an approach for the adaptation of a demonstrated policy,
using tactile feedback from a human teacher [3]. Cor-
rections are provided in order to accomplish two goals
(Fig. 1). The first goal is to refine a policy during ex-
ecution, and thus to improve its performance based on
execution experience. The second goal is to assist in
policy reuse, by guiding an existing policy towards ac-
complishing a different task.
During the first phase of operation demonstration

data, consisting of sequences of poses and their time
components, is gathered via teleoperation. A policy is
derived from the data using GMM-GMR [7], which first
encodes demonstrations in a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) via Expectation-Maximization (EM) parameter
estimation and then predicts a target pose throughGaus-
sian Mixture Regression (GMR).
In the second phase of operation, the robot executes

with the learned policy as the teacher provides tactile
corrections. Here corrections indicate relative trans-
lational and rotational adjustments to the end-effector
pose, and thus to the policy predictions. The robot re-
sponds online and the resulting trajectory is treated as
new training data, added to the demonstration set, and
the policy rederived.
For our initial empirical validations of the TPC al-

gorithm [3], the tactile correction interface consisted of
Ergonomic Touchpads encircling the wrist of a manip-
ulator arm, with validation on grasp positioning tasks.
Comparisons to policies derived from solely teleopera-
tion demonstration confirmed policy reuse to be an ef-
fective mechanism for transferring domain knowledge,
and policy refinement to be more successful at im-
proving performance. Moreover the different teach-
ing modalities - namely, teleoperation demonstration
and tactile correction via the touchpad interface - were
found to be individually better suited for information
transfer in different areas of the state space.
Feedback from the touchpad interface was however

somewhat limited in comparison to more sophisticated
tactile sensors, for example that provide an indication of
contact force or finer spatial resolution. Furthermore, in
practice a response lag during corrective repositioning
necessitated pausing the policy execution while correc-
tions were being given. Here we report on the devel-

Figure 1: Flow overview of the Tactile Policy Correc-
tion algorithm for refinement and reuse.

opment of a novel tactile interface, that makes use of a
more sophisticated tactile sensor.

2.2 Robot Hardware
Our robot platform and tactile interface consists

of the 53-DoF iCub humanoid [13] and a sensor ar-
ray skin developed under the ROBOSKIN consortium
(www.roboskin.eu).
The first modality used for information transfer un-

der our approach is teleoperation, which is non-trivial
for the iCub arm as it requires simultaneous control of
7 degrees of freedom. Sensing units from the commer-
cial XSens joint recording system are placed on the
human teacher’s upper and lower arm, and back of the
hand (Fig. 2, left). Each unit contains an accelerometer,
gyroscope and inertial sensing unit, and provides ori-
entation information that we translate into human joint
angles and then map to the joint angles of the robot arm.
Remote control is thus accomplished, during which the
robot records from its own sensors.
The advantages of this teleoperation system is the

ability to control many degrees of freedom simulta-
neously and cover large areas of the execution space
quickly. The disadvantages however are that to achieve
fine motor control with this system is difficult, and that
no haptic feedback is provided to the human user.
The second modality used for information transfer

under our approach is tactile correction, by having the
robot actively respond to pose corrections indicated
through the ROBOSKIN sensors (Fig. 2, right). Ca-
pacitive sensing nodes arranged on triangular taxels (12
nodes per taxel) and covered in silicone foam provide
response signals that scale with contact force (sensor
node output range: [0-255]). The forearm of the iCub
arm is covered in 30 such taxels, with a total of 360
sensor channels. In our work the sensors are read and
processed at a rate of 10Hz. To realize a tactile correc-
tion, the outputs of these channels are mapped to small
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Figure 2: Teleoperation (left) and the ROBOSKIN sen-
sor array (right), on the iCub robot.

changes in end-effector orientation or position (Sec. 3).
This correction mechanism is suitable for providing

information at the level of fine motor control, and fur-
thermore addresses potential correspondence issues in
the demonstration interface by having the human di-
rectly touch the robot during execution.

3 Tactile Correction Interface

One challenge to developing a corrective movement
mapping for the ROBOSKIN sensor channels is that the
exact positions of the individual sensor nodes are not
known. To interpret the direction of a touch, and infer
from it an indicated correction, therefore is not immedi-
ate. Our approach addresses this challenge by learning
a mapping from sensor readings to touch classification.

3.1 Interactive Data Collection
Learning begins by gathering a dataset of sensor

readings while having a human touch the robot accord-
ing to 8 movement classes. The classes are defined by
constraints on end-effector motion as dictated by the
robot kinematics: 6 for each direction within Cartesian
space (forward, back, up, down, in, out), and 2 for rota-
tion about the forearm axis (roll out, roll in). A null la-
bel is furthermore assigned to datapoints recorded prior
to the initiation, and after the cessation, of a detected
contact sequence. Note that, due to the location of the
skin sensors on the forearm only, some of the labels
(up, down, in, out) might be inferred from the contact
normal and thus a single contact position, while others
(front, back, roll out, roll in) require information from
a sequence of contact positions in order to infer the di-
rection of the correction.
The data gathering procedure is interactive. Namely,

the robot moves for a short period of time in one of
the movement class directions, and the human teacher
is then prompted to touch the robot in a manner that
s/he believes would have encouraged such a movement.
The process is then repeated for each movement class.
Multiple examples of presses or swipes to the arm (each

of which consists of a sequence of datapoints) are gath-
ered for each movement class; in practice the number
of examples is set by the teacher and may vary between
movement classes. Data gathering is relatively quick:
for example under 5 minutes to gather 100 example
swipes that result in 6, 000 datapoints. The raw data
is then slightly preprocessed to remove sensor channels
that were never activated during data gathering (e.g. 80
of 360 channels); this channel mask is then also applied
at runtime. The result is a dataset of vectors v ∈ R

N ,
N ≤ 360 of raw sensor values, each of which is associ-
ated with a single movement label.

3.2 Feature Computation
Features are computed from the sensor values prior

to their mapping to a movement label. The feature com-
putation aims to accomplish two goals: address spuri-
ous sensor readings and encode a notion of a swipe tra-
jectory (Description 1). In particular, Step 1 addresses
spurious sensor readings, by subtracting off an estimate
on the sensor drift. Step 2 encodes a notion of the
trajectory taken by a touch, by remembering past sen-
sor values and thus effectively providing a snapshot of
the trace across the sensor nodes. With such a mech-
anism, it is possible to encode a notion of the swipe
sequence without knowing the physical positional rela-
tionship between sensor nodes.
A directed parameter search found classifier perfor-

mance to depend heavily on the feature computation
parameters, with classification accuracy ranging from
80.2± 0.2% to 95.6± 0.7% (10-folds cross validation,
h ∈ [5, 15], αw ∈ [0, 1], αv ∈ [0.0001, 1]). Moreover,
the feature computations were found to be essential to
achieving good classification accuracy.

3.3 Prediction Bias
A classifier, able to map computed features to move-

ment labels, is next learned from the training data. A
Self Organizing Map (SOM) [11] is particularly well-
suited to this learning problem, since it is able to map
from a high-dimensional space to a low dimensional
space while preserving a notion of the high dimen-
sional topological relationships between points; and
our sensor nodes, and therefore their readings, are in-
deed spatially correlated. The learning input is a (N-
dimensional) vector of sensor features, and the output
is a node within the (2-dimensional) SOM map struc-
ture and its associated label, which is used as the label
for the prediction.
At run time, the SOM predictions additionally are

post-processed to bias towards matching recent past and
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Description 1 Feature Computation
1: Parameters :
2: v

t ∈ R
N : current senor reading

3: δ
t ∈ R

N : adjustment for sensor drift (0 ← δ
0)

4: v
t
min ∈ R

N : minimum over recent sensor readings
5: h ∈ R : drift window
6: αw ∈ [0, 1] : blending factor on drift estimate
7: αv ∈ (0, 1] : blending factor on past sensor values
8:
9: Step 1: Drift adjustment
10: vtj,min = mini∈[t−h,t] v

i
j ∈ v

i

11: δ
t ← (1 − αw) · δt−1 + αw · vt

min, vtj,min ∈

v
t
min, ∀j ∈ N

12:
13: Step 2: Blend with prior readings
14: v

t ← (1− αv) · v
t−1 + αv · vt

Description 2 Prediction Bias
1: Parameters :
2: w

t ∈ R
9 : weights on movement classes (1 ← w

o)
3: α ∈ [0, 1] : blending factor on weight update
4: λ ∈ [0, 1] : trend strength
5: � ∈ N! : number of timesteps to build trend
6:
7: Given prediction of class i at timestep t
8: Update weights on class labels:
9: wt

j ← (1− α) · wt−1
j , ∀wt

j ∈ w
t, j �= i

10: wt
i ← wt−1

i + α

11:
12: Given prediction pt−� of class j at timestep t− �

13: Bias the prediction to match a strong trend, if present:
14: at = maxi w

t
i ∈ w

t

15: bt = maxi w
t
i ∈ w

t, i �= at

16: IF (wt
at − λ) > wt

bt AND j �= at

17: THEN pt−� ← at

future predictions, based on the assumption that a cor-
rective touch lasts multiple (typically on the order of
tens of) timesteps when sampled at 10Hz (Description
2). The execution of the movement associated with a
predicted label thus operates with a delay of � timesteps,
during which the SOM prediction might be changed to
fit a recently observed trend.

4 Conclusions, Ongoing and Future Work

Different modalities for transferring information to a
robot learner convey varying types of information, and
therefore can be more or less appropriate for providing
feedback regarding different aspects of a task. Since it
is unlikely that a single modality will be superior in all
measures, redundancy can be useful; thus lending im-
portance to the ability to provide behavior information
via multiple modalities.

Our prior work with the TPC algorithm indeed found
adding the touchpad modality to be more effective than
providing information via the demonstration modality
alone. Here we have introduced a novel interface for
providing tactile corrections, that employs information
from the ROBOSKIN sensors and addresses the chal-
lenge of inferring spatial corrections from a large num-
ber of sensor channels whose relative and absolute po-
sitions on the robot body are unknown. In addition to
effective information transfer, like the touchpad inter-
face, we hypothesize that our interactive data gathering
and map learning approach not only eliminates the need
for accurate knowledge about the sensor locations, but
will allow for customization to the human teacher that
enables more effective correction-giving. The valida-
tion of this hypothesis is ongoing work.
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